
    1. What would you do if it started
       raining hearts? How would you 
       feel?

   2. What could you do with hearts if you caught them like Cornelia Augusta? Are 
       hearts meant to be kept or shared?

   3. Have you ever made Valentines by hand or do you only use the ones you buy in 
       stores? Do handmade cards feel more special? Why?

   4. Is it easy to make cards for people? Is that something you could do? How do you 
       feel when you get a card? How do you think other people would feel to get a card 
       from you?

   5. Does everyone want presents or cards that are exactly the same? What do you 
      have to think about when making a card someone will like? When getting or 
      making cards and gifts it more important what you like or what they will like?

   6. Do you think the dog liked his new collar made of hearts? 
   7. Do you think the mouse liked his heart with holes like cheese?
   8. Do you think the turtle liked the picture of him covered with hearts?
   9. Do you think bunny liked his heart with a bunny tail?

  10. Even though it never rained hearts where Cornelia Augusta lived again, could she 
      still have made thoughtful cards for her friends? 

  11. Can you make thoughtful cards even though it doesn't rain hearts?
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Questions:

SUMMARY
One day it starts to rain hearts. Cornelia
Augusta is outside on a walk and
decides to catch as many as she can.
She wants to use them to make
Valentines for her friends. But all the
hearts are different! Can she find a way
to make the perfect Valentine for each
friend?


